Welcome to the Goodbye social!

Welcome to the last ASA social of 2010, last social with Ann and Bob leading it, and last social with newsletters from Helen and Matt! :(

Inside: Booth & Elections
Be excited and rest hard during winter break, because we will start working on booth as soon as we get back! :)

We work in the cages (basement of parking lot garage) every day for 3-4 hours starting February. Board will be there all the time to greet everyone who comes.

We have several lock-ins for some mass-production!

A few weeks before Carnival, we move all our stuff to midway (Morewood parking lot) and start building our booth!
We start sleeping and eating in the cages and midway. Booth becomes our 1st priority. This is the time when we are the most tired, but have the most fun :)

(We go wake up up too! :D)

We enjoy carnival when the weekend comes, and destroy our booth.
ELECTIONS 2010

Elections are coming up and they are Dec. 1, 2010 in DH 1212.
If interested in any of these positions, please email Ann (aglee):
*Name:
*Andrew ID:
*Year:
*Position you want to run for:

Positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
***These are e-board positions. One must have already served a year on ASA's board. If interested, email me back.

PR (Public Relations) Head:
*There are typically two PR heads. One boy, one girl. PR heads are in charge of the social aspect of ASA. They bring in freshmen through PRing and help organize different events throughout the year. They are the face of ASA and should be outgoing and sociable.

Culture Chair:
*The culture chair is the bridge between ASA and the other student organizations. He/She typically is in charge of ASLC and Culture Night events. Next year there will be different responsibilities put onto this chair that will involve bringing the culture of ASA to this university. One who is a culture chair should be able to connect to other student organizations while at the same time being organized.

Service Chair:
*The service chair is responsible for bringing out and organizing philanthropy events for ASA. The service chair is responsible for Relay for Life events and also for bringing up different opportunities and ways for ASA to serve within the Pittsburgh community. One who is a service chair should have a passion for serving the community and also a passion for doing that for ASA.

IM Chair:
*The IM chair is usually one who is interested in the athletics of Carnegie Mellon. He/She is responsible for creating ASA IM teams and bringing people out to these events. Also the IM chair is responsible for hosting the annual basketball tournament.

I Love ASA because it is
Appointed Positions

Interviews with the new board for appointed positions will take place in early January, after winter break. Here are the positions that will be available:

**Newsletter Chair (2):**
*There are usually 2 newsletter chairs who are in charge of preparing a monthly newsletter to be presented at the ASA Socials. They are also in charge of taking pictures at events for the club. Photoshop skills are recommended.*

**Webmaster:**
*The webmaster is in charge of keeping the ASA website updated with the latest news, events and pictures from the club.*

**Graphics Chair (2):**
*There are usually 2 graphics chairs that are appointed. They have the responsibility of creating designs for any ASA shirt, poster, etc. Photoshop experience is required and portfolios should be presented at the time of the interview.*
Upcoming Events!

Culture Night: 7PM in Rangos
Come out to support the Freshmen skit and the ASA Dance.
(we always own)

OMNOMNOM.

See elections page for more info

Dont Stress!

Freedom!!!!!